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UNIVERSALISM AND THE PROBLEM OF HELL

A very concise formulation of the problem of hell is due to the British metaphysician

John McTaggart.  He argued  that if there is a hell, one could have no good reason to believe it. 1

He reasoned that there is no good empirical evidence to believe in hell, so that if there is a good

reason to believe in it, revelation must provide it.  Yet, McTaggart continued, the infliction of

hell is very wicked, and so anyone who would send one to hell must be vile indeed.  In such a

case, one could have no good reason to trust such an individual concerning anything of

importance to our well-being, for as anyone familiar with the games played by schoolyard

bullies knows, there is no telling why a vile person would say that something is good or bad for

one.  It may be for amusement, it may be to see one suffer, or it may be for any of a host of other

reasons which are compatible with the falsity of what is being said.  So if anyone, including God,

tells us that there is a hell to shun, McTaggart claims that we could have no good reason to

believe that such an individual is telling us the truth.  What such a person says, to put the point

succinctly, undercuts the reliability of the testimony.

We can put this argument in the form of a dilemma which, in honor of its source, I will

call "McTaggart's Dilemma".  Either there is good reason to believe in hell or there is not.  If

there is no good reason for belief in hell, no one should believe in it.  After all, without some

reason to believe in hell, the option of believing in hell is no better than any other merely

conceivable catastrophe, (such as the catastrophe of accepting the view that committing suicide

immediately is the only way to escape an eternal medieval torture chamber).  The point is that

there are too many mere conceivables that our lives end in ruin and too many merely

conceivable routes to avoid these conceivables to make belief in any one of them plausible at all. 

So, if the doctrine of hell is to be respectable, it must be because there is good reason to believe

in it.  The difficulty for this option, according to McTaggart, is that the only kinds of reasons
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there might be are self-defeating.  For the only evidence there might be for hell is on the basis of

revelation from the one who can consign one to hell, and yet no one of that sort who claims that

hell exists and outlines conditions for avoiding hell can be trusted.  So, on either horn of the

dilemma, the conclusion to be drawn, according to McTaggart, is that belief in hell is not

intellectually respectable.

McTaggart's Dilemma shows, I will assume here, that an adequate version of Christianity

must include a doctrine of hell on which it would not be wrong for someone to end up in hell. 

That is, I will assume here that there is no adequate version of Christianity without some

doctrine of hell.  That may seem to be a large assumption, but since I have argued for it

elsewhere (and argued that it is, in fact, not a large assumption when hell is understood in a

minimal way in terms of the logical contrast to heaven),  I’ll merely assume it here.  For those2

inclined against this assumption, the argument here can be conceived in terms of answering the

following conditional question:  if Christianity is to contain a doctrine of hell, what must that

doctrine be like?  The argument McTaggart gives would not be rhetorically interesting were it

not for the fact that the traditional conception of hell is plausibly held to succumb to that

dilemma.  According to traditional Christian teaching, hell is a place where some people are

punished eternally with no possibility of escape.  We can analyze this traditional conception,

which I term "the strong view," into four separate components:

(H1) The Anti-Universalism Thesis:  some persons are consigned to hell;

(H2) The Existence Thesis:  hell is a place where people exist, if they are consigned there;

(H3) The No Escape Thesis:  there is no possibility of leaving hell, there is nothing one can do,

change, or become in order to get out of hell, once one is consigned there;

and
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(H4) The Retribution Thesis:  the justification for and purpose of hell is retributive in nature, hell

being constituted so as to mete out punishment to those whose earthly lives and behavior

warrant it.

As already noted, this doctrine has appeared morally objectionable to many individuals, and I do

not intend to dispute that claim here.  My interest is rather in an alternative which has become

increasingly popular over the past few centuries.  This position, universalism, maintains that the

basic structure of hell is as the strong view maintains, but claims that the population statistics the

strong view implies are mistaken.  Where the strong view goes wrong, universalists maintain, is

in thinking that hell is populated at all.  All will in the end be saved, according to universalism,

and once we accept their viewpoint, universalists maintain, the problem of hell disappears.

Universalist views, though traceable to the Alexandrian school of theologians founded by

Clement and Origen, have become increasingly popular in the last three to four hundred years.3

Though orthodoxy has never wavered since condemning universalism at the Fifth General

Council at Constantinople in 553 A.D.,  a revival of interest in universalism began in the late4

seventeenth century with the Cambridge Platonists and carried into the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries in the work of Swedenborg, Tennyson, Kant, Schleiermacher, Ritschl, and in the rise of

the Unitarian and Universalist denominations in America.   Universalism continues into the5

twentieth century, though the rise of the influence of existentialism clouds what might otherwise

have been a complete embracing by many of the most influential theologians of our century.   In6

addition, the demythologizing programme of Bultmann and the reinterpretation of salvation in

terms relating to social, political, and economic affairs have all done their part both to undermine

the traditional understanding of hell and to mask universalist tendencies.  In those for whom the

afterlife is taken seriously and one’s fate in it of importance, however, it is fair to say that

universalism presents by far the most attractive alternative to the strong view.
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Just endorsing the view, however, isn’t sufficient in itself to provide a solution to

McTaggart’s Dilemma.  The view must be developed in a way that implies some mistake in this

dilemma but which is also satisfactory philosophically and theologically.  The prospects for

universalism are intertwined with such thorny problems as the nature of human freedom and the

conditions for salvation, and no breezy and shallow sentiment in favor of the idea that everything

will work out for the best in the end can be thought adequate here.

We can begin entry into these issues by first distinguishing versions of universalism in

terms of modal status. Contingent universalism holds that, though it is possible that a person end

up in hell as described by the conjunction of (H2)-(H4), as a matter of contingent fact every

human being will end up in heaven. Necessary universalism holds that it is not only true but

necessarily true that every human being will end up in heaven; it is simply impossible that

anyone be damned.  I will argue that both versions fail to solve the problem of hell; that

contingent universalism is too weak to solve the problem and necessary universalism is too

strong.  I will then turn to the question of whether there is any adequate middle ground between

these two positions.

1.  Contingent Universalism

According to contingent universalism, the possibility exists that some people end up in

hell, but as a matter of contingent fact, no one will.  In the end, God's saving grace and power

win out over the forces of evil, and the entire created order is reconciled to God through Christ

Jesus.

This position is quite common among contemporary theologians.  One example is John

Macquarrie.  His understanding of hell is in terms of annihilation; he says, "If heaven is fullness

of being and the upper limit of human existence, hell may be taken as loss of being and the lower
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limit. . .  This utter limit of hell would be annihilation, or at least the annihilation of the

possibility for personal being."   Given this understanding of hell, Macquarrie goes on to suggest7

a version of universalism.  He says, "If God is indeed absolute letting-be, and if his letting-be has

power to overcome the risks of dissolution, then perhaps in the end . . . no individual existence

that has been called out of nothing will utterly return to nothing. . ."   To drive home his rejection8

of traditional conceptions of hell, he says, "Needless to say, we utterly reject the idea of a hell

where God everlastingly punishes the wicked, without hope of deliverance.  Even earthly

penologists are more enlightened nowadays."9

So Macquarrie holds that the strong view of hell and its associates are at best

unenlightened (elsewhere he terms such views "barbarous"), that hell is best thought of in terms

of annihilation, though the concept is a limiting one, in the realm of mere possibility rather than

the destiny of some human beings.  Of special interest in the present context is the juxtaposition

of universalism with the strong view of hell and its associates.  This juxtaposition suggests the

possibility that the inadequacies found in traditional conceptions of hell can be thought of as

being overcome by a doctrine of universalism.

It is the motivation behind the affirmation of universalism that is important here, a

motivation having to do with the need to solve the moral problem of hell.  This theoretical

motivation can be found even in some of the more conservative Christian groups.  Clark

Pinnock, a conservative evangelical theologian, claims, 

If the doctrine of hell is taken to mean (as it so often is) that God raises up the wicked to

everlasting existence for the express purpose of inflicting upon them endless pain and

torment, universalism will become practically irresistible in its appeal to sensitive

Christians . . .  If the only options are torment and unversalism, then I would expect large

numbers of sensitive Christians to choose universalism. 1
0
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Pinnock goes on to defend the annihilation view, but in the present context, what is of greater

significance is that he sees in universalism a solution to the moral problems facing the strong

view of hell and its associates.  According to Pinnock, if the conservative Christian faces the

options of a morally problematic view of hell on the one hand and universalism on the other, it

would be fully understandable if the conservative Christian opted to embrace universalism.

The pressing question in the context of McTaggart’s Dilemma is how endorsing

contingent universalism is supposed to block the dilemma.  We may presume, I think, that the

idea is as follows.  Central to McTaggart’s Dilemma is the idea that sending someone to hell

would be an incredibly wicked thing to do, and so if no one is sent to hell, the wickedness claim

that is central to that dilemma should be rejected.   So the dilemma disappears.

The problem with contingent universalism is that the wickedness claim involved in

McTaggart’s Dilemma doesn’t turn on population issues concerning hell.  The claim in the

dilemma is that the infliction of hell involves wickedness.  What follows from such a claim is

that if God sent someone to hell, he would have done a wicked thing.  But suppose God doesn’t

actually send anyone to hell, as contingent universalists claim.  Even so, the wickedness charge

doesn’t disappear.  For God is not only perfectly and wholly good in this world, He would be

perfectly and wholly good no matter what the course of affairs took.  He is not just contingently

morally perfect; rather, His moral perfection is essential to His character.  So, suppose no one

actually is sent to hell, but had things been slightly different, God would have sent someone to

hell.  Then the dilemma becomes pressing again, for such a counterfactual possibility would

involve wickedness, according to McTaggart, and nothing the contingent universalist has

claimed has any power to show that McTaggart is mistaken.  If the wickedness claim remains

unscathed by contingent universalism, the trust issue about whether to trust the word of someone

who tells us about hell is still in place.  Since we are assuming that a doctrine of hell is central to

Christianity, contingent universalism would leave us with McTaggart’s Dilemma in place and
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thus with no good reason to think that an essential part of Christianity is true.  So, if the worry is

that the infliction of hell is wicked, affirming contingent universalism will not solve that

problem.  At best, it only modally masks it, with the hope that McTaggart doesn’t have the

insight to see that it is only a mask.

2.  Necessary Universalism

If contingent universalism fails to engage the dilemma by undermining the claim that the

infliction of hell involves wickedness, necessary universalism appears much better off.

Necessary universalism holds that it is impossible that hell is inflicted on anyone, and if that is

true, no threat to God’s perfect goodness remains.   One might try to reinstate McTaggart’s

Dilemma by insisting that it nonetheless remains true that if God were to send someone to hell, a

wicked thing would have been done, and that if this conditional is true, there is still a worry

about anyone warning us to avoid something that would be wicked to impose on us.  In support

of this claim, we might be reminded that threatening to do something wicked is itself wicked.

Here we need to be reminded of the defeasible relationships that typically hold in moral

and epistemic reasoning.  To learn that a given threat is a threat to do something wicked is a

defeasible reason for thinking that the threat itself is wicked, but it is no logical guarantee that

the threat itself is wicked.   Adopting a policy of mutually assured nuclear destruction is to

threaten to do something wicked, but if it is the only way to prevent a nuclear attack by an

enemy, the consequences of such an attack are so severe that only the most recalcitrant

deontologists will insist that it is not justified.  If only rabid Kantians can press the point,

necessary universalists are on safe enough ground that we can push forward considering their

proposal, leaving what to say to, and what to do with, rabid Kantians to another time and place

(perhaps hoping for enough insightful critique from gifted ethicists to relieve us of further
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argumentative burden).  Further, we might also note that the worry about the wickedness of hell

is clearly a worry deriving from the consequences of suffering eternal damnation rather than

some feature more plausibly appealed to by strict Kantianism, so relying on such a strong

deontologism at this point will undercut the basis of the dilemma (to say nothing of the fact that

cases in which real disaster looms unless Kantian strictures are violated look like clear

counterexamples to those strictures).

So necessary universalism, unlike contingent universalism, offers hope of avoiding

McTaggart’s Dilemma.  Among the philosophically unsophisticated, one often hears the worry

that such a view compromises the very heart of Christianity, according to which we are all

headed for hell apart from the redemptive work of God in Christ.   But such a worry is confused. 

The claim in question–that we are all headed for hell apart from God’s intervention–is no less

true should the intervention in question be necessitated by God’s nature.   So we need not balk11

at necessary universalism on these grounds.

There are grounds, however, for worrying that the position of necessary universalism is

indefensible.  Some worries are theological in nature, claiming that an adequate soteriology

requires a role for faith that the appropriate kind of faith can obtain only if one has knowledge of

the existence of a first century Jewish man named Jesus.  There is even a proof-text for the view:

"Salvation is found in no one else, for there is no other name under heaven given to me by which

we must be saved."   According to such individuals, it would not be sufficient, for example, to12

have faith in God himself in order to be saved, nor would it be sufficient to recognize one's own

inability to achieve salvation and to trust in what God has and will do for one.  The conceptual

contents of faith in these latter examples are too general; in order to be saving faith, the

conceptual content of faith must involve particular reference to a historical individual of the first

century, Jesus of Nazareth.
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Once this soteriological position is adopted, necessary universalism appears very hard to

defend.  For it is hard to imagine how any such piece of human knowledge could be necessary.

In fact, it appears not even to be true, say nothing of necessarily true, that every human being

knows who Jesus is.

There are, however, serious difficulties with this soteriological position and the use of

this passage as a proof-text for the view.  For one thing, this objection must assume that the

knowledge in question has to be knowledge in this life, prior to death.  Without this assumption,

it is much harder to insist that such knowledge would have to be contingent.  For another thing,

those who hold this view would also agree with the apostle Paul that Abraham was righteous by

faith, and yet it is quite implausible if not nonsensical to hold that Abraham was aware of the

existence of a first century Jewish man named Jesus.  A full exploration of this topic is required

if our goal is a complete soteriology; but given our present purposes, it is sufficient to note that

the view of faith that requires conceptual content referring to Jesus of Nazareth is far from

obviously correct (even given quite conservative assumptions about doctrinal matters).  Exactly

what kind of conceptual content is required is an interesting question to explore, but it is beyond

our present purposes.   Even if there is some way to formulate this objection to get around the13

problems it faces, I will not here rest a rejection of this universalist solution to McTaggart’s

Dilemma on this sort of objection, for I believe there is a much more serious one.

This more serious problem arises from what I will call "the free will argument."  In

succinct form, it claims that God cannot guarantee the presence of all in heaven without being

willing to violate the freedom of some individuals to choose otherwise.  Fundamentally, this

argument concerns the relationship between God's moral perfection and human free will.  First,

note that God's moral perfection, His holiness, requires His participation in the moral perfecting

of fallen human beings.  In particular, those who will be united with God for all eternity must

become morally perfect (otherwise God would be either unconcerned about moral imperfection
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or unmotivated to help correct the defects, and either supposition is unbefitting an adequate

conception of God).  This fact is consonant with the Biblical view that the effects of the Fall are

to be done away with through the redemptive work of Jesus Christ.  It is not just that, according

to Christianity, the life of Jesus makes it possible to go to heaven rather than hell, but that

through the work of Jesus, the redeemed shall be changed "from glory to glory," coming to

participate fully in the nature the One who redeems.

So if necessary universalism is true, it is simply impossible that anyone fail to be

conformed to the image of God's Son, given that such a failure is incompatible with God's

holiness.  Yet, such conformance, it would seem, cannot be imposed on us; we must either

undertake the task ourselves, or at the very least, acquiesce to the Divine solicitation to aid in the

formation of our character.  Still, if our cooperation is important, it will also be possible that a

person freely choose not to cooperate and forever maintain this uncooperative stance.  What

possible grounds could be given for thinking that eternal rebellion is impossible?

This argument is, I believe, telling against necessary universalism, at least when the type

of freedom in question is assumed to be incompatible with determinism.  Regarding this

assumption, we may note the following.  If a defense against McTaggart’s Dilemma only

succeeds on the assumption that libertarian accounts of freedom are mistaken, we do not have a

full response to the dilemma.  Hence, even if a defense of necessary universalism were available

by employing some other account of freedom, such a defense would be less than satisfactory

here.  In what follows, then, I will assume a libertarian conception of freedom.

I will also assume that some formulation of the Principle of Alternative Possibilities

(PAP) correctly describes this notion of freedom (the principle claims that in order to act freely

one must be able to do otherwise).  There are challenges to PAP stemming from Frankfurt’s

seminal paper on the subject,  but the challenges threaten particular formulations of the14

principle only, leaving open the possibility of reformulating it to avoid the challenges.  For
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example, the original challenge involving a meticulous individual with the power to coerce you

to do A, but merely observing your doing A of your own free will, attacks only the version that

interprets the phrase “can do otherwise” in terms of refraining from the action in question.  The

intuitive response to such counterexamples is to insist that the ability to do otherwise in question

must involve something internal rather than external, something like the intention in question. 

There are complications here that could distract us for a considerable time, but it is sufficient to

note what was pointed out earlier regarding the libertarian assumption itself.  If we were to adopt

an account of freedom that denies PAP, we would have at best a partial solution to McTaggart’s

Dilemma, since it is far from clear that there is no defensible version of PAP.  So here we will

assume not only a libertarian account of freedom, but will assume as well that such an account

involves some formulation of the principle that in order to act freely one must have been able to

do otherwise.

This assumption of PAP shows why necessary universalism cannot be salvaged by

insisting that there are conditions under which a choice for anything but heaven would be

impossible.  Consider the following version of such an argument by Thomas Talbott:

The picture I get is something like this.  Though a sinner, Belial, has learned, perhaps

through bitter experience, that evil is always destructive, always contrary to his own

interest as well as to the interest of others; and though he sees clearly that God is the

ultimate source of all happiness and that disobedience can produce only greater and

greater misery in his own life as well as in the life of others, Belial freely chooses eternal

misery (or perhaps eternal oblivion) for himself nonetheless.  The question that

immediately arises here is:  What could possible qualify as a motive for such a choice?

As long as any ignorance, or deception, or bondage to desire remains, it is open to God to

transform a sinner without interfering with human freedom; but once all ignorance and
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deception and bondage to desire is removed, so that a person is truly "free" to choose,

there can no longer by any motive for choosing eternal misery for oneself. 1
5

Talbott maintains that God can transform a person so that they will no longer have any motive

for choosing otherwise than in the way necessary for presence in heaven.  There are two

difficulties with this argument, one having to do with the cognitive transformation posited and

the other concerning the relationship between motives and choices.

Talbott assumes that God can correct cognitive errors in Belial, getting him to the point

of seeing the truth of certain claims that the wicked often ignore or prefer to avoid.  It is not

clear, however, that God can do so consistent with assumptions about human freedom.  Though

it is clear that doxastic voluntarism is false, the view that we can simply choose what to believe

in any given case, it is far from clear that doxastic involuntarism is true.  On this view, the

operations of cognition and the operations of the will are never intertwined, so it would never be

an intrusion on the operations of the will for God to correct Belial’s, or anyone else’s, cognitive

mistakes.  Such a view, however, is not clearly true.  There is, at least in certain cases, a sense of

optionality regarding what opinion to form or cognitive attitude to adopt.  For one thing,

evidence is sometimes only vaguely good evidence for a certain claim, giving rise to a feeling of

optionality about whether to believe.  Moreover, any empirical testing situation triggers the

Quine/Duhem thesis that there are always options regarding what to make of recalcitrant

experience, and we often have a feeling of optionality regarding what doxastic response to make

in such cases.  Moreover, the feeling of optionality is even more present concerning large

philosophical issues, including issues about what overall perspective on reality to hold.  For

example, suppose one is a convinced physicalist, denying the existence of God.  Must this view

change upon experiencing the afterlife?  Nothing about such an experience compels any such

alteration.  For one thing, the affective side of such an individual, including the operation of the

will, might overwhelm the operations of the intellect to prevent any such major revision in the
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cognitive sphere, but even on the assumption of a perfectly rational response to such recalcitrant

experience, enough changes elsewhere in the noetic structure could accommodate the experience

without abandoning physicalism and the accompanying atheism.  If such optionality has even the

slightest tinge of the will involved, then the assumption that God can correct cognitive errors

without threatening human freedom is mistaken and Talbott’s argument fails.  While I have no

definitive argument that the will is implicated by the optionality in question or by the sense of

optionality present in some doxastic instances, I also know of no good argument to the

conclusion that doxastic involuntarism is true.  In the absence of such an argument, the

assumption of the argument in the quoted passage above that divine intrusion into a cognitive

perspective is unproblematic is uncertain enough to block the force of the argument.

There is a worse problem, however, a problem concerning the relationship between

motives and choices.  Talbott’s argument can work only if the absence of a motive for resistance

to God is logically sufficient for whatever is necessary for presence in heaven, for without such a

claim, the focus on motives in the quoted passage above would be irrelevant to the conclusion

that universalism is necessarily true.  But if the absence of such a motive is sufficient in this

way, then nothing involving freedom can be necessary for presence in heaven (since the

presence of such a motive would be incompatible with PAP).  Yet, Talbott doesn’t deny the need

for freedom here.  Instead, he intends to argue that we can’t make sense of a free choice against

God in certain circumstances.  Such an argument simply cannot succeed without denying PAP. 

The argument will have to maintain that if there is no motive and hence no sense to be made of a

choice, then that choice is impossible.  But such a result undermines even the most internal

versions of PAP, and those versions are the only ones plausibly maintained in the face of

Frankfurtian counterexamples, so Talbott’s argument is successful only to the extent that the

kind of freedom in question is not libertarian freedom understood in terms of some internal

version of PAP. Hence, it cannot be viewed as part of an adequate response to McTaggart’s
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Dilemma.   As noted already, however, we cannot give a full response to the dilemma in

question without assuming that PAP is a governing principle regarding concerning the type of

freedom in question. 

Given these assumptions, the argument against necessary universalism goes like this. 

Presence in heaven involves the free submission of the will to that of one’s creator, but in any

display of freedom, there is the capacity to choose, or try to choose, otherwise.  Hence, it is

impossible that it be necessary that one freely submit in the way required.  Hence it is not

possible that it be necessary that everyone ends up in heaven.

This argument is valid, and it appeals only to two claims, one involving PAP and the

other tying presence in heaven to a something freely chosen.  We have already seen why there is

no future in the present context in denying PAP, but there are two other ways to consider to try

to avoid this argument.  There is the premise that ties presence in heaven to free responses, and

there is also an assumption about the nature of necessity involved in getting to the conclusion

that necessary universalism is false.

The latter issue concerning the nature of necessity involved in the free will argument

against necessary universalism can be handled quickly.  Recall that the problem for contingent

universalism is the modal masking of McTaggart’s Dilemma, and given this problem, the only

hope for addressing that dilemma is to appeal to a notion of necessity that covers all of modal

space.  Such a notion is plausibly held to be governed by S5, the notion Plantinga characterizes

as “broadly logical necessity.”  The particular implication of note in the present context is that16

such necessity does not change across time: anything possible and anything necessary, in this

sense of the terms, is so always and everywhere.  So, even if there is some other notion of

possibility on which one can lose the power to resist the Divine solicitation, there must be this

weaker notion on which such a possibility of resistance remains, on pain of denying PAP.  Yet, if
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the possibility of resistance remains, then necessary universalism, in this sense of necessity, is

false.

That, in a nutshell, is the problem of free will for necessary universalism.  Necessary

universalism, if true, would solve McTaggart’s Dilemma, but in the sense of necessity just

outlined, it cannot provide a successful response to this dilemma while at the same time

accepting a libertarian account of freedom governed by PAP (clarified using this broadly logical

notion of necessity that is also used to characterize the notion of necessity involved in claiming

that the salvation of all is necessary) and an account of presence in heaven that makes free

choices play an essential role in it.  Since we have already argued that the assumption of

libertarian freedom governed by PAP is essential to a full response to the dilemma, the only path

left open for the necessary universalist is the path of denying that presence in heaven requires a

role for free choice.

In the next section, I will consider this position, the position that questions the central

assumption of freedom in accounting for presence in heaven.  For reasons that will become clear

later, I term this position “ersatz universalism.”  I will argue that this position offers little hope in

avoiding McTaggart’s Dilemma, and thus will turn in the following section to the question of

whether there is an intermediate universalist position between contingent and necessary

universalism that might fare better.  First, though, we turn to ersatz universalism.

3.  Ersatz Universalism

The ersatz universalist grants that necessary universalism cannot answer the free will

argument, but insists that necessary universalism can be defended nonetheless.  The defense

proceeds by first granting the value of freedom, but denying that it is so valuable that it can

sustain the possibility of a person ending up in hell.  The idea, then, is that God honors freedom
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and solicits our cooperation in securing our presence in heaven, but if such an approach fails,

there is always the option of coerced presence in heaven.

Consider Talbott’s explanation of a view of this sort:

. . .[E]verlasting separation is the kind of evil that a loving God would prevent even if it

meant interfering with human freedom in certain ways.  Consider the two kinds of

conditions under which we human beings feel justified in interfering with the freedom of

others.  We feel justified, first of all, in preventing one person from doing irreparable

harm, or what may appear to us as irreparable harm, to another . . .  We also feel justified

in preventing others from doing irreparable harm to themselves; a loving father may . . .

physically overpower his daughter in an effort to prevent her from committing suicide. . . 

So . . . a loving God . . . could never permit one person to destroy the very possibility of

future happiness in another; and . . . he could never permit his loved ones to destroy the

very possibility of future happiness in themselves. 1
7

According to Talbott, we are allowed free rein regarding our eternal destiny only up to a certain

point.  That point is the point at which further exercise of our freedom will result in irreparable

harm to ourselves or to others.  The relevant option in the present context is that of doing

irreparable harm to ourselves.  The ersatz universalist claims, with Talbott, that there are

situations where the impressive value of freedom can legitimately be overridden by other factors,

and that one’s afterlife destiny is a situation of precisely this sort.  If one freely chooses heaven,

all is well; but if one does not so choose, at some point the right thing to do, and the thing that

God in fact does, is to override our freedom and secure our presence in heaven.  Freedom is

important, the ersatz universalist claims, but it isn’t that important.18

Before discussing ersatz view directly, I want to distinguish that view itself from

Talbott’s argument for it relying on the notion of irreparable harm.  To tie this notion to the

afterlife options of heaven and hell, some assumptions are needed about the nature of hell.  For
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consignment to hell to involve irreparable harm, it must be a very bad thing and an inescapably

bad thing.  Thus, in order for this argument for a limitation on freedom to be accepted, one must

already have adopted other elements of the strong view of hell according to which escape from

hell is impossible.  If we were to suppose, with second chance views, that escape from hell is

possible, then there would never be a time at which the envisioned intrusion into human freedom

would be warranted, for whatever harm would be involved in the experience of being damned,

that harm would be repairable by the change of heart and mind the experience of hell was

intended to produce.

The logical core of ersatz universalism, however, should not be understood to include

any such assumption.  If we are to reject the ersatz view, as I will argue we should, we should

not reject it simply by claiming that though escape from hell is metaphysically possible, it isn’t

possible in some weaker sense of ‘possibility’ (thereby allowing us to claim that the harm in

question is never truly irreparable and thus that the point at which a restriction on freedom would

be warranted is never in fact reached).  So instead of focusing on the argument for ersatz

universalism employing the notion of irreparable harm, I will focus on the view itself.

Ersatz universalists may characterize presence in heaven in terms of acceptance of God’s

offer to join him in heaven.  There are other options as well, such as conceiving of heaven as a

geographical location and imagining salvation in terms of some Divine relocation package.

Another alternative is to imagine presence in heaven as involving two kinds of persons: those

who want to be there and are happy about it, having so chosen; and those who are not and have

not so chosen.  But these other options make the view much less attractive, so I’ll focus here on

the notion of acceptance: some are in heaven as a result of freely acceptance God’s offer of

salvation while others will be in heaven as a result of a coerced acceptance of God’s offer of

salvation.  Perhaps some will object that my use of the language of coercion is rhetorically

prejudicial, but I don’t see how it could be.  The idea is that God directly and immediately
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secures one’s acceptance and thus secures one’s presence in heaven, and such immediate and

direct securing would clearly involve the use of power to guarantee complaince.  But nothing in

the discussion to follow will turn on the issue of whether one wishes to include or avoid the use

of the term ‘coercion’ and its cognates.

The fundamental difficulty for this account is that it misconstrues the nature of presence

in heaven.  Traditional Christian doctrine uses the language of heaven and hell to distinguish

between those who will love God and enjoy him forever and those who will not.  Now, perhaps

enjoyment can be passive and imposed from the outside, but love cannot.  To love another

person requires an expression of agency, and such expressions of agency implicate the notion of

freedom.  The offer of salvation is, at bottom, the offer of intimacy with the Divine, involving

reciprocal expressions of love.  To imagine that the expressions in question can be controlled

completely from one side of the relationship is to misconceive the nature of love.  Love cannot

be coerced, but must be freely given.  The Biblical imagery of a lover wooing a beloved makes

sense in this context, whereas the idea of compelled association is more appropriate to the

relationship of master and slave, or even better, that of designer and machine.

Given this point, the account we ought to accept about the nature of presence in heaven is

one that involves the free union of self with the Divine.  Anything less will not be involve the

beatific vision itself, but something inferior to it.  When we combine this result with the logical

notice that there are only two afterlife possibilities, heaven and hell, we are left with the

conclusion that forced results of any sort still leave one in hell.

It is for this reason that I refer to this position as “ersatz universalism”.  There is a long

history in Christian theology of attempting to mitigate the severity of the strong view of hell by

making the experience of hell somehow less severe than some of the imaginative portrayals of

hell make it out to be.  Thus, some adopt second chance views for this purpose and others opt for

annihilationism, somehow thinking cessation of existence would be better than the misery of
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eternal conscious separation from God.  In other cases, the pain of hell is claimed to be only the

pain of loss rather than the pain of sense, so that the suffering of the damned is less troublesome

than it otherwise would have been.  Whether these views succeed in being mitigations of the

severity of the strong view is not the issue here.  The issue is, instead, that they are developed for

such a purpose, and once viewed in this way, we can see that ersatz universalism is the same sort

of view.  Instead of hell involving conscious eternal suffering of the worst sort imaginable, the

ersatz universalism has God intervening into the will of the unredeemed, changing them in such

a way that they can come as close as possible to the experience of heaven, even though they can

never quite get there.  Even without the experience of heaven, however, they can experience

unimaginable happiness, joy, and bliss in spite of the fact that what they are experiencing is not

heaven but its logical contrast.  They are in hell, but it’s just not that bad; they are not in heaven,

because the greatest good promised to the redeemed–the beatific vision itself–is unavailable to

them.

For those more familiar and comfortable with the position of theological determinism,

this argument will hold little persuasive power.  For theological determinists hold that presence

in heaven is a matter of divine election and decree, completely independent of any libertarian

activity of the human will.  If one is attracted to such a position, then the account of heaven

presented above, involving a turning of heart and mind and will toward the source of all good

and truth and beauty, will be perhaps one possible way of loving God and enjoying him forever,

but not the only way. Recall that here, however, we are assuming a libertarian account of human

freedom in order to provide a complete response to McTaggart’s Dilemma.  So, whatever the

attractions of theological determinism, it is irrelevant here.

There is another way to ersatz universalism that I must caution against here.  The debate

about free will has led to the regrettable practice of referring to various positions in terms of

philosophical terminology, so that some talk about libertarian free will and compatibilist free
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will, etc.  This language suggests the possibility of their being two kinds of free will, and once

one makes this mistake, one can then turn to another, asking which of the two is the more

valuable kind of free will.

There are no different kinds of free will, however.  There is just the ability to do

otherwise, which is what human freedom consists in.  The libertarian has a certain theory about

what the ability to otherwise involves, and the compatibilist has a different theory.  The

existence of a theory doesn’t imply the existence of a kind.  In this regard, the following remarks

by Peter van Inwagen are worth taking to heart:

Having said this about the word ‘able’ I want to make what seems to me to be an

important point, a point that is, in fact, of central importance if one wishes to think

clearly about the freedom of the will: compatibilists and incompatibilists mean the same

thing by ‘able’. And what do both compatibilists and incompatibilists mean by ‘able’?

Just this: what it means in English, what the word means. And, therefore, ‘free will’,

‘incompatibilist free will’, ‘compatibilist free will’ and ‘libertarian free will’ are four

names for one and the same thing. If this thing is a property, they are four names for the

property is on some occasions able to do otherwise. If this thing is a power or ability,

they are four names for the power or ability to do otherwise than what one in fact does.19

Van Inwagen makes his point initially in terms of the meanings of the terms in question, whereas

I have made the point in metaphysical terms.  But both points are in order.  One shouldn’t let the

language of libertarian free will and compatibilist free will confuse one into thinking that there

are two different properties or powers or abilities in question so that we could inquire as to

which kind of expression of free will is most valuable.  There is only the ability to do otherwise,

and the argument presented here claims that the union with God involved in the experience of

the beatific vision is one that involves the acquiescence to the divine invitation with one’s whole

mind and will, for only in this way can one count as loving God with one’s whole heart, soul,
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mind, and strength.  If compatibilism were true, one could do so freely even though determined

to do so.  We are assuming, in the context of McTaggart’s Dilemma, that libertarianism is true,

so there is no possibility here about two different expressions of freedom, one having more value

than the other.

Nor is there any comfort for ersatz universalism in positing different levels of heavenly

bliss among the redeemed, with those who love God in the way described above as in places of

greater reward than those who have been coerced into heaven.  While it may be true that the

experience of heaven is better for some than others, there is a non-negotiable requirement here

that draws a qualitative distinction between heaven and its contrast.  That requirement is the

requirement of accepting the divine solicitation and loving him completely.  All else is contrast

only.

Thus ersatz universalism is not really a version of universalism at all, just as fake

diamonds are not diamonds and decoy ducks are not ducks.  It offers no hope of yielding an

adequate response to the free will argument against necessary universalism.  In light of this

failure, the best strategy for a universalist is to admit the obvious: contingent universalism is too

weak to solve McTaggart’s Dilemma and necessary universalism is too strong.  If there is any

hope for solving this dilemma by appeal to universalism, what will be needed is some

intermediate position between contingent and necessary universalism.  I turn in the next section

to the question of whether there is such a middle position.

4.  Can A Middle Ground Be Found?

If one wishes to find a position stronger than merely contingent universalism, the first

natural step to take is to look at counterfactuals for help.  Instead of saying merely that none will

be lost, a stronger claim turns subjunctive, maintaining that none would be lost.  Such a view
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invites perplexity, however, since such a claim involves some implicit condition, and it is not

clear what the condition might be.  If the full claim is that none would be lost no matter what, we

get a view that implies necessary universalism (since the phrase ‘no matter what’ expresses a

universal quantifier reaching every nook and cranny of modal space).  So the question is what

the implicit condition might be that yields a middle position.

One idea is to appeal to is something involving God’s creative purposes.  If the purpose

of creation is for fellowship, and if God is sovereign over his creation, exercising providential

control in all of its affairs, it begins to look unsurprising if he would arrange things so that none

would be lost.  Of course, it can’t be impossible for some to be lost, but that is not the claim

being made.  The claim, instead, is that none would be lost, if creation itself is the product of a

desire for fellowship by a sovereign being exercising full providential control.  Possibilities of

damnation exist, but perhaps in as a remote a sense as the possibility that we are being deceived

by a powerful demon so that most all of our beliefs are false.

Let us call this position “counterfactual universalism.”  Given this view, we are entitled

to claim not only that all will be saved, but that all would be saved if God is loving, sovereign,

and exerts providential control over the destinies of humanity.

The problem is that such a strengthening isn’t a strengthening enough.  The same

problem that plagues contingent universalism also undermines counterfactual universalism.  The

problem, it may be recalled, is that contingent universalism only modally masks the problem of

hell that underlies McTaggart’s Dilemma.  The problem, at bottom, is that, whatever the details

regarding hell, the design plan is God’s and so we can always ask about the design plan and

whether it would be wicked to have left (or put) such an option in place.  Thus, we may ask,

would it be wicked, as McTaggart claims, to consign something to hell?  If the worry is that on

the strong view, it would be wicked to do so, there is no philosophical consolation in pointing

out that no one will in fact be consigned there.  But, for the same reason, there is no
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philosophical consolation in noting that no one would be consigned there, so long as God is

conceived to be sovereign and exerting control over the course of human affairs.  We still have

modal masking of the problem occurring; it is just that, to use the language of possible worlds,

the range of worlds in which the masking occurs is more extensive for counterfactual

universalism than for contingent universalism.

The same points hold when one tries to use probabilistic notions and whatever modal

implications they may have to sustain a universalist response to McTaggart’s Dilemma.  For

example, suppose one claim that there is no chance that anyone will end up in hell.  It is not

clear what modal implications there are for such a view, and there are multiple interpretations of

the probabilistic notion in question.  So, in a variety of ways, such a position is in serious need of

clarification.  Regardless of how such clarifications proceed, however, we will still be left with

the following problem.  Standard probability theory leaves open the possibility that things

happen that have no chance of happening, and so long as this option remains, the problem of hell

underlying McTaggart’s Dilemma remains.  One might opt for some non-standard approach to

probability to close off this possibility, but if one does, then this “no chance universalism” will

imply necessary universalism, and thereby fall to the free will problem for that view.  So either

way, no chance universalism cannot avoid McTaggart’s Dilemma.

To avoid the problem of modally masking the problem that underlies McTaggart’s

Dilemma, we will therefore have to look for a kind of necessity that we can attach to the

universalist doctrine in order to be able to claim, in some legitimate way, that modal masking is

not occurring anymore.

The difficulty in following this path is that the typical notions of necessity that

philosophers speak about that are weaker than that of logical or metaphysical necessity won’t

help at all.  For example, in descending order of strength, we might talk about nomological

necessity, or counterfactual necessity, or even weaker notions such as psychological necessity or
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the necessity that attaches to some actions in virtue of being in character rather than out of

character for a person.  None of these options rule out the possibility of creatures for whom

damnation occurs in a way that would trigger McTaggart’s Dilemma all over again, and thus

even if all actual creatures can’t be damned consistent with their character or psychology or even

the laws of nature, we would yet have no adequate response to McTaggart’s claim that such

damnation would be wicked.  Such notions of necessity thus have no resources to block

McTaggart’s Dilemma, even if they have the capacity to provide reassurance that no one is

under any real risk of being damned.

Those familiar with the literature on modal metaphysics, especially in the area of

philosophy of religion, will immediately think of another alternative here, however, and it is the

notion of necessity introduced by Alvin Plantinga in the context of the problem of evil.  Since

the problem that underlies McTaggart’s Dilemma is a special case of the problem of evil–to my

mind, by far the hardest version of this problem–it would be natural to expect Plantinga’s notion

of necessity to provide some hope for universalism in its attempt to avoid this dilemma.  Though

Plantinga did not use this term in describing the view in question, the standard terminology is

now to distinguish the class of logically or metaphysically possible worlds from the class of

feasible worlds.  The class of feasible worlds is composed of those worlds that it is logically or

metaphysically possible for God to actualize, and Plantinga’s famous argument claims that not

every logically or metaphysically possible world is a world that God can actualize.20

I will call the position that claims that there is no world actualizable by God in which

anyone ends up in hell “feasible universalism.”  The claim of the feasible universalist is that, if it

is impossible for God to actualize any world in which someone is damned, then we get all the

virtues of necessary universalism in replying to McTaggart’s Dilemma without the burden of

having to deny a libertarian account of human freedom.  For the distinction between a possible
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world and a feasible world is, in Plantinga’s argument, dependent on the assumption of

libertarianism.

In order to understand feasible universalism, then, we need to see how libertarian

assumptions imply the distinction between feasible worlds and possible worlds.  Plantinga’s

argument for this distinction is set in the context of an example about Curley, where the question

is whether Curley would freely accept a $20,000 bribe if it were offered him.  Plantinga's

summary of the argument for the existence of worlds God cannot actualize is as follows:

There is a possible world W where God strongly actualizes a totality T of states of affairs

including Curley's being free with respect to taking the bribe, and where Curley takes the

bribe.  But there is another possible world W* where God actualizes the very same states

of affairs and where Curley rejects the bribe.  Now suppose it is true as a matter of fact

that if God had actualized T, Curley would have accepted the bribe:  then God could not

have actualized W*.  And if, on the other hand, Curley would have rejected the bribe, had

God actualized T, then God could not have actualized W.  So either way there are worlds

God could not have actualized. 2
1

Plantinga argues that if it is true that Curley would accept the bribe if offered, then God cannot

actualize the possible world in which Curley would reject the bribe if offered.  Hence, according

to Plantinga, there are possible worlds God could not actualize.  If we define the notion of a

feasible world as a world God can actualize, we get the result that the class of feasible worlds is

a proper subclass of the class of possible worlds.

This argument is controversial in a number of respects.  First, it presupposes the Molinist

view that there are true counterfactuals about what individuals would freely do in a given set of

circumstances, and it assumes the Law of Conditional Excluded Middle (LCEM) about these

counterfactuals.  According to LCEM, for any propositions p and q, either p counterfactually

implies q or it implies ~q.  The above argument presupposes LCEM in contrast to the prevailing
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opinion.    Later on, however, Plantinga abandons this assumption,  so in the present22 23

discussion, I will ignore the fact that the above argument presupposes LCEM.  That still leaves

the Molinist presupposition in the argument, and there has been considerable discussion of this

position in the literature.   I will not add to that literature here since we needn’t undermine this24

argument to see that it won’t help in the context of responding to McTaggart’s Dilemma.

Recall that the hope here is to find a kind of necessity that is weaker than logical or

metaphysical necessity so that the modal masking of the problem of hell doesn’t occur and yet

which doesn’t succumb to the free will argument against necessary universalism.  Feasible

universalism is specially designed to avoid the free will objection, since it grants that there are

possible worlds in which some people choose in such a way that they end up in hell.  The claim,

however, is that God can’t actualize such a world; such worlds are possible but infeasible

worlds.

We must ask, then, why the feasible universalist thinks that such worlds can’t be

actualized by God.  In distinguishing feasible from infeasible possibilities, Plantinga appeals to

counterfactuals of freedom.  If we use only these resources, the truth of feasible universalism is

held hostage to winds of Molinist fortune: if certain counterfactuals of freedom are true, then

feasible universalism is true (call these the “pleasing counterfactuals”); if other counterfactuals

of freedom are true, then feasible universalism is false (call these the “disturbing

counterfactuals”).  In order to complete the response to McTaggart’s Dilemma, the feasible

universalist would thus need to explain why it is impossible for there to be individuals regarding

whom disturbing counterfactuals are true.

But the feasible universalist has a premise up his sleeve to solve this problem.  The trick

is that God knows in advance of creating any person which counterfactuals are true and which

are false, and given God’s modally stable character, God couldn’t create any person of whom

the disturbing counterfactuals are true.  Even stronger, given his character, God could only create
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persons of which the pleasing counterfactuals are true.  Hence, not only is the class of feasible

worlds a subclass of the class of possible worlds, the class of feasible worlds contains has no

member worlds in which any person is characterized by disturbing counterfactuals and thus

damned.

Here, however, suspicions of logical legerdemain are appropriate.  Note that there are

two crucial steps in distinguishing feasible universalism from necessary universalism.  The first

step relies on Plantinga’s argument, the step that yields a distinction between feasible worlds and

possible worlds.  But this step alone isn’t sufficient.  In addition, we need some way of

guaranteeing that in no feasible world is some person damned.  Here, the feasible universalist

appeals to God’s character, which is presumed to be modally stable.  Because of this stability,

there is no world actualizable by God in which someone is damned.

But why does God’s character restrict the class of feasible worlds in this way?  For it to

do so, it looks as if it must be that God’s character is logically precludes his sending anyone to

hell.  To see why, suppose that God’s character doesn’t logically preclude damnation.  Then

there are some possible worlds in which some are damned and other worlds where none are

damned.  For feasible universalism to be true under this assumption, there would have to be a

perfect correlation between non-damnation worlds and feasible worlds.  It would have to be that

every creatable individual was an individual regarding whom only pleasing counterfactuals are

true.  Such a coincidence would be wonderful for the feasible universalist, but for those wanting

understanding, it is a bit too mysterious and inexplicable to believe.  If our answer to

McTaggart’s Dilemma requires positing such a Miraculous Metaphysical Coincidence, we could

have avoided honest toil much more simply just by saying that there’s a way out of the dilemma,

we just can’t say exactly what it is.

So it looks as if the path of true philosophy requires explaining the claims of feasible

universalism in terms of the idea that God’s character is logically incompatible with damnation. 
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But if we saddle the feasible universalist with this claim, the position becomes logically

incoherent.  For the feasible universalist doesn’t think that God exists only in feasible worlds,

and doesn’t think God fails to exist in all those possible but infeasible worlds where damnation

occurs.  The idea of Plantinga’s argument was supposed to be that among worlds where God

exists, there are two kinds of such worlds: those that God can actualize and those that God can’t.

And then this distinction between feasible and infeasible worlds was supposed to work in such a

way that in no feasible world did anyone end up in hell.  Yet, to avoid the free will problem for

necessary universalism, we needed to maintain that in some infeasible worlds, some end up in

hell.  To avoid contradiction now, the feasible universalist has to add: but God doesn’t exist in

those worlds, since his character is incompatible with damnation.  So the Miraculous

Metaphysical Coincidence above is here replaced by a different one, where the class of worlds

where damnation occurs is a class of worlds where there is no God.  It need not be said, but I

will say it anyway: this is not the way to defend traditional Christianity.

So if one of the two metaphysical coincidences is to be embraced in some mad and

feverish philosophical attempt to hang onto feasible universalism in spite of how fantastic,

bizarre, and kooky these claims of coincidence are, it had better be the first one that allows that

God’s character is compatible with damnation.  If one endorses this version of feasible

universalism, however, it faces a version of the original charge that undermined the power of

contingent universalism to avoid McTaggart’s Dilemma.  The version of feasible universalism in

question admits that God’s character is compatible with sending someone to hell forever, but

McTaggart’s Dilemma rests in part on the claim that damning someone is a very wicked thing to

do.  A universalist wishing to retain a traditional conception of God can’t admit that God’s

character is compatible with doing something very wicked.  And yet, the version of feasible

universalism in question does precisely this.  Hence, feasible universalism fails in either being
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unable to retain a traditional conception of God or by failing to do any better with McTaggart’s

Dilemma than contingent universalism did.

3.  Conclusion

I conclude that universalism fails to solve the problem of hell.  Contingent universalism

only modally masks the problem, and necessary universalism succumbs to the free will

argument, and attempts to find some intermediate position between these two have failed as

well.  The argument about intermediate positions proceeded by ruling out possibilities, and it

would be a mistake to claim that every imaginable intermediate position has been covered by the

above discussion, and perhaps some might still hope to find an intermediate view that can be

used to answer McTaggart’s Dilemma.  I think that such hope is misplaced, however, for I have

presented a general challenge to any intermediate position.  To the extent that such a position

treats damnation as compatible with the existence of God, population studies about residency in

hell have no power to address the wickedness point central to McTaggart’s Dilemma.

In this respect, the question of who and how many will be in hell must be separated from

the question of the nature of hell.  In order to respond to McTaggart’s Dilemma, the question of

the nature of hell must be met head-on, and no discussion of who and how many will be in hell

can do that.  The history of discussions of hell is thus deeply confused, since whatever popularity

universalism possesses can be traced to perceived moral difficulties with the strong view of hell.

McTaggart’s Dilemma focuses these difficulties in a rhetorically useful way, for it shows exactly

why universalism cannot be a response to that dilemma.

With this correction, the topic of who will be saved can be explored, unencumbered by

the problem of hell.  In one way, breaking the perceived connection between the population of

hell and the nature of hell makes the former topic more relevant to the type of curiosity that leads
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some to wonder whether St. Paul thought, at least during one period of his life, that the second

coming of Jesus would occur during his lifetime.  Of course, for those with even a tad of concern

for the long-term welfare of their fellows, the question of the population of hell is of practical

concern as well.  But it is of practical concern because of the possibility of loss of fulfillment and

a kind of misery that can be avoided, not an unanswerable moral concern arising from

metaphorical descriptions of the horrors of hell.  To arrive at such a point requires, of course, a

solution to McTaggart’s Dilemma, and nothing in this essay provides such a solution, though I

have argued for one elsewhere.   Even without such an account of the nature of hell in front of25

us, however, we are entitled to note the following.  No one should ever be tempted toward

universalism because of perceived difficulties with the strong view of hell of the sort nicely

encapsulated in McTaggart’s Dilemma, and no one should opt for universalism by pointing out

contrasts between universalism and perceived failures of the strong view involved in that

dilemma.  To do so is just a rehearsal of the historical confusion that universalism provides some

comfort for those troubled by the problem of hell.  Instead of playing off moral difficulties of

alternative accounts of the nature of hell, the universalist should argue against alternatives that

share a morally adequate conception of the nature of hell.
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 In Some Dogmas of Religion, (London, 1906), section 177.1

See The Problem of Hell, (Oxford, 1993).2

For a historical account of the beginnings of the popularity of universalism, see Walker, The3

Decline of Hell, (Chicago, 1963). 

An exception may be taken here concerning the controversy in England in the eighteenth4

century surrounding the "Damnatory Clause," Article 43 of the Athanasian Creed.  The clause

reads, "And they that have done good shall go into life everlasting; and they that have done evil

into everlasting fire," and Article 44 reads, "This is the Catholic Faith, which except a man

believe faithfully, he cannot be saved."  The controversy continued sporadically and when the

Episcopal Church in the United States separated from that in England, it deliberately ommitted

the Athanasian Creed as a standard of faith in ratifying the Prayer Book in 1789.   This concern

over the Damnatory Clause, however, was not so much an affirmation of universalism as a

rebellion against the traditional doctrine of hell.

Walker, The Decline of Hell, especially Part Two, which treats the historical figures mentioned. 5

See, for example, Emil Brunner, Eternal Hope, translated by Harold Knight, (Philadelphia,6

1954); and Karl Barth, Church Dogmatics, (T and T Clark), Vol. IV, each of whom apparently

affirm universalism, but where the stress on 'apparently' must be strong.  Other recent

theologians given to such tendencies include Karl Rahner, Paul Althaus, and Hans Urs von

Balthasar.   A notable entry to the list here is John A. T. Robinson's In the End, God, (New York,

1968), which shows obvious signs of the influence of existential thought and yet clearly

NOTES
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embraces a version of universalism.

John Macquarrie, Principles of Christian Theology, (New York, 1966), p. 327.7

ibid., p. 322.8

ibid. p. 327.9

Clark Pinnock, "Fire, Then Nothing," Christianity Today, March 20, 1987, pp. 40-41.10

Such a position is committed to the possibility of some counterfactuals with necessarily false11

antecedents failing to be only trivially true, in contrast to what the standard semantics for such

counterfactuals implies.  The standard semantics for counterfactuals proceeds in terms of finding

a "close" world in which the antecedent of a counterfactual is true, where the notion of closeness

is a technical notion the explication of which is deeply problematic.  For our purposes, though,

the rough idea is that one world is closer to the actual world than another just in case the first is

more like the actual world than the second in terms of which causal laws are true and which

events occur and in what order.  Now, if there are no worlds in which the antecedent is true,

there will be no close worlds in which the antecedent is true; and, on the semantics in question, a

counterfactual is true just in case there is a closer world in which both antecedent and

consequent are true to any world where the antecedent is true and the consequent false.  Thus,

when there are no worlds in which the antecedent is true, the counterfactual is trivially true.  For

more on the semantics for counterfactuals, see Robert Stalnaker, "A Theory of Conditionals," pp.

165-79 in Ernest Sosa, Causation and Conditionals (Oxford, 1975); and David Lewis,

Counterfactuals, (Oxford, 1973).

This commitment of necessary universalism should not be thought damaging to the

position, however, for the implication of the standard semantics for counterfactuals is one of the
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least attractive features of that semantics.  Thus, it is appropriate to treat necessary universalism

as unscathed in its conflict with the semantics for counterfactuals.

Acts 4:12, NIV.12

One standard way out of the problem I am raising is that of dispensational theology, according13

to which the conditions for salvation differ according to whether one lived before or after Christ. 

On this view, the conceptual content of Abraham's saving faith could differ from the conceptual

of any person's saving faith after Christ.  This view deserves exploration, but the important point

to note about it here is that it is not immediately implied by anything in any of the sacred

writings of Christianity.  So if it is to be acceptable, it will have to be so on the basis of its

theological adequacy.  That is an enormous task, well beyond the scope of this work; hence any

argument against universalism which relies on this theological standpoint is much to complex to

generate a succinct argument against universalism.

Harry Franfurt, “Moral Responsibility and the Principle of Alternative Possibilities,” Journal of14

Philosophy 66 (1969), pp. 829-839.

Talbott, "Everlasting Punishment," p. 26.15

Alvin Plantinga, The Nature of Necessity, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1974).16

ibid., p. 27.17

I owe my understanding and characterizations of ersatz universalism to the discussions I have18

had on this topic with Keith DeRose over many years.  Keith will, of course, object to the ersatz-

ness characterization of his view, but he is the main exponent I have in mind of the view in

question.  It is unfortunate that Keith has only published his views online to this point:  on his

webpage in a contribution entitled “Universalism and the Bible”
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(http://pantheon.yale.edu/%7Ekd47/univ.htm) and at the blog “Generous Orthodoxy Think

Tank” (http://www.generousorthodoxy.net/thinktank/).  In my opinion, his work here as

elsewhere is superb and deserves a much wider audience than the present locations generate.

Perhaps it would be appropriate for my remarks here to be a motive for him to change: either his

views or his publication practices!

 Peter van Inwagen, “How to Think about the Problem of Free Will,” The Journal of Ethics,19

forthcoming, p. 7 manuscript.

The first version of this argument occurs, to my knowledge, in Plantinga’s God and Other20

Minds, (Ithaca, 1967), though he has presented it in a number of publications.

ibid., pp. 180-1.21

See David Lewis, Counterfactuals, (Oxford, 1973) for arguments against LCEM.22

Plantinga, The Nature of Necessity, p. 182.23

Many of the central articles in the discussion are collected in the edited volume by John24

Fischer, God, Foreknowledge, and Freedom, (Stanford, 1989).

For interesting discussion of the disparity between the Biblical conception of God and the25

strong view of hell, see Marilyn Adams, "Hell and the God of Justice," Religious Studies 11

(1975), pp. 433-447.


